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To buy any artwork, please complete an order form and hand to a staff member who will pass 
your details to the artist. Payment is made directly between the buyer and the artist. All artwork 
exhibited is available for collection at the end of the show. Orders for additional prints can be 
delivered after the exhibition or collected from the artist’s Teddington studio. 
 

Limited Edition Prints 

A limited edition (of 50) prints is available to buy. Archival quality, individually signed. The 
framed print in the exhibition is for sale and further numbered prints can be ordered, framed or 
unframed. 
 

Square      A2 Print Only  Framed  
Summer in France     £80   £130 
The Palm Tree Villa     £80   £130 
Coffee on the Terrace    £80   £130  
Wine on a Summer Evening    £80   £130 
Red Jug & Goblets     £80   £130 
The Tea House     £80   £130 
The Balcony View     £80   £130 
The Flower Jug     £80   £130 
Rectangular    
Tropical Angel     £110   £180 
The Fisherman’s House    £110   £180 
A Colourful Street     £110   £180 
 

Hand Painted Prints 
Part original, part print involving an additional 4-8 hours of drawing in acrylic pens directly onto 
a print to create a new image. Each is signed by the artist.  
 

Square         Framed 
The Fruit Selection    -   £250 
Tabletop Vase & Chairs   -   £250 
The Reading Corner    -   £250 
A Spring Morning    -   £250 
Folk Art Tea Set    -   £250 
Sunshine Café     -   £250 
Rectangular 
Angel with Blue Wings   -   £350 
 

Acrylic Paintings 

No frame 
Museum Days 1 90x90cm (can be paired with Museum Days 2) £1250 (£2200 paired) 
Museum Days 2 90x90cm (can be paired with Museum Days 1) £1250             
Roman Garden 90x90cm (can be paired with Hilltop Café)  £1250 (£2200 paired) 
Hilltop Café 90x90cm (can be paired with Roman Garden)  £1250  
Napoli Windows 90x90cm      £1250 
Bottles at the Window 60x60cm     £825 
Lunch at the Villa 60x60cm      £825 
The Flower Jug, with frame      £595 
 

www.stephaniewilkinson.co.uk 


